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Multiple Scattering + Gain Random Laser 

Random Lasing



Multiple Scattering + Gain Random Laser 

Random Lasing

Scatterers ≠   Gain Medium 



Random Lasing

Scatterers ≠   Gain Medium 

… Not necessarily “bad” . Permits separate design of 

each component:

For instance Lasing in (dye doped) photonic glasess.



Random Lasing

S. Gottardo, et al. “Resonance-driven random lasing”. Nat. Phot. 2, 429 (2998)



Cold Atom Lasers (with cavity)

Cold: Avoid Doppler Effect. All the entities  

in the system present resonances at the 

same frequency



Cold Atom Lasers (with cavity)

Atom: All the entities behave in the same 

way (again, same resonances). There 

exists a bunch of experimental procedures 

to make atoms behave in different ways: As 

simple two level quantum systems for 

instance.



Cold Atom Lasers (with cavity)

Laser: We want to understand them!



Cold Atom Lasers (with cavity)

Several examples:

Depending on the pumping geometry, intensity. 

Several types of cold atom lasing can be achieved. 

“Mechanisms for Lasing with Cold Atoms as the Gain Medium”

W. Guerin  et al. PRL 101, 093002 (2008).



Cold Atom Lasers (with cavity)

Rb atoms in a MOT 



Cold Atom Lasers (with cavity)

Mirrors

Rb atoms in a MOT 



Cold Atom Lasers (with cavity)

Mirrors

Rb atoms in a MOT 

Pumping beam



Cold Atom Lasers (with cavity)

Several examples:

Depending on the pumping geometry, intensity. 

Several types of cold atom lasing can be achieved. 

“Mechanisms for Lasing with Cold Atoms as the Gain Medium”

W. Guerin  et al. PRL 101, 093002 (2008).

Mollow gain: Low  pump detuning



Cold Atom Lasers without cavity?

Cold Atom Random Laser:

Rb atoms in a MOT 

Pumping beam
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Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

V. S. Letokhov, Sov. Phys. JETP 26, 835 (1968).



Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

Diffusion + gain

If gain > scattering lossess  laser emission 



Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

single scattering multiple scattering Light diffusion

Diffusion 



Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

Diffusion 

spectral power density

absorption length

D Diffusion constant

c Transport (energy) velocity



Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

Diffusion: modal expansion 



Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

Diffusion: modal expansion 

The intensity grows exponentially with time



Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

Diffusion: lasing condition

B1 depends on the geometry

=1 slab

=2 sphere



Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

Diffusion: lasing condition

Geometry                      scattering        gain



Letokhov’s theory: the photonic bomb

Diffusion + SMALL (Rayleigh) scatterers

Polarizability, density, and geometry 

defines laser threshold

Scattering and absorption described by polarizability



Mollow gain

Strongly pumped two level systems can present gain

B.R. Mollow PRA  5, 2217 (1972) 



Mollow gain

Strongly pumped two level systems can present gain

High intensity pump:

Intensity ~ | |2 (Rabi frequency)

Detuning 

Weak probe beam

Detuning 

Two level system

Resonance at 0

Linewidth

Scattered probe beam



Mollow gain

Strongly pumped two level systems can present gain:

Experimentaly observed

F.Y. Wu  et al.  PRL 38, 1077 (1977)



Mollow gain

Strongly pumped two level systems can show gain:

Experimentally observed



The Cold atom cloud

Scattering at resonance in the linear regime:

the optical thickness.

Lambert-Beer law

Extinction length
single pass outgoing intensity

Incoming intensity



The Cold atom cloud

Scattering at resonance in the linear regime:

the optical thickness.

The parameter governing the optical properties of 

the atomic cloud is the optical thickness

Optical thickness (b0) = on-resonance exponent



The Cold atom RANDOM LASER

Letokhov’s lasing condition:

Dimensionless polarizability



consequences:

If gain then threshold must exist     

(perhaps at very high optical thickness).

Is NOT necessary , i.e. single pass 

transmission can be smaller than one.

The Cold atom RANDOM LASER



Possibilities: Can we reach the necessary optical 

thickness with current technology?

The Cold atom RANDOM LASER

It depends on the behavior of polarizability, a case study: Mollow gain



The Cold atom RANDOM LASER

Possibilities: Can we reach the necessary optical 

thickness with current technology?

?
But diffusion is valid if

We impose



The Cold atom RANDOM LASER

Possibilities: Can we reach the necessary optical 

thickness with current technology?

Threshold condition using RTE instead of diffusion:

• RTE is more accurate than diffusion

• RTE It admits solutions in terms of a modal expansion.

• Only known for a slab geometry (M. D. Barrett, et al., PRL 87, 

010404, 2001)

•Has already been user to predict random laser threshold 
(R. Pierrat and R. Carminati, Phys. Rev. A76, 023821, 2007).

•It is valid even when



The Cold atom RANDOM LASER

Possibilities: Can we reach the necessary optical 

thickness with current technology?
Threshold condition using RTE instead of diffusion



The Cold atom RANDOM LASER

Possibilities: Can we reach the necessary optical 

thickness with current technology?

Yes we can! ….. Seems to be like that.

Must be reached



The Cold atom RANDOM LASER

Preliminary characterization: output power vs. pumping

•We add saturation effects also in the probe (laser) 

intensity.  

•We get a modified Mollow polarizability

•Laser power (though its Rabi freq.) is increased until 

threshold is reached again: equilibrium.



The Cold atom RANDOM LASER

Preliminary characterization: output power vs. pumping

b0=650



Conclusions

•A  random laser with cold atoms is possible in the 

Mollow scattering regime.

•A minimum optical thickness  b0~200 must be 

reached (currently we have b0~20). 

• Although output laser  light is masked with the pump 

induced fluorescence, the effect should be observable

Further references: 

L. S. Froufe-Pérez et al.  PRL  102, 173903 (2009).

W. Guerin, et al. J. Opt. A  (accepted for publication 2009)


